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Instructions:
(i)      Read all questions carefully and answer accordingly.
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ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS (10 X 10 = 100M)

1. Critically analyse the case of The TMA Pai Foundation vs State of Karnataka.

2. Critcially analyse the resticitions imposed on the freedom of speech and expression.

3. Whether religious freedom include freedom to convert others. Eludicate the same refering to relevant
case laws.

4. Explain the scheme of Reasonable Restrictions on Right to Practice any Profession, or to Carry on any
Occupation, Trade or Business.

5. Elucidate on Doctrine of Eclipse and Doctrine of Waiver under Article 13 of the Constitution of India with
the aid of case laws.

6. What is the inter relationship of Fundamental rights and Directive Principles of state policy?

7. Elucidate the salient features of the Government of India Act, 1919 and Government of India Act 1935
which helped in the evolution of the Constitution of India.
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8. Justice D.Y. Chandrachud while overruling 'ADM Jabalpur case' noted: "When histories of nations are
written and critiqued, there are judicial decisions at the forefront of liberty. Yet, others have to be
consigned to the archives, reflective of what was, but should never have been." In this light discuss and
comment on the evolution and transformation of Article 21 of the Constitution of India.

9. "Reservation is not permissible where high level of skill, intelligence and excellence is required, like
defence services, technical posts, specialities in medicine, atomic energy... etc." Critically comment on
Positive Discrimination and the Right to  Equality under Art. 16 of the Indian Constitution. Fortify your
comment with relevant case laws.

10. Ms. HFG has been detained under Maintenance of Internal Security Act, 1971, a preventive detention
law in India. She has not been informed of the grounds of her detention. Outline her fundamental
rights in this scenario and identify the writ to be filed to seek her release. Elaborate with the help of
relevant case laws.


